How To Optimize
your Marketing
Strategy with
Smart WiFi

The Case for Smart WiFi
When it comes to acquiring fans, large corporations like Nike may be at an advantage
compared to a neighborhood ice cream shop. But what local retail locations are beginning
to realize now is that they can use guest WiFi to attract more fans, boost sales and improve
loyalty. Let’s look at the few reasons why Smart WiFi is an invaluable tool for retail locations
in the digital era:
• WiFi is a customer expectation (Inc Magazine, 2015).
By giving customers a reliable Internet network, that they
can safely navigate at your location, you are
automatically enhancing their experience. Smart WiFi
secures, and limits the session time and bandwidth so
you can manage the network to your own liking.
• Giving your users the option to like your Facebook fan
page when granted access to your network, Smart WiFi
is a brilliant way to increase brand awareness. When
your guests “like” your page, they are broadcasting your
brand to all of their friends and followers. This is key,
since a client’s friends tend to be in the same
demographic (i.e. age, location, socioeconomic bracket)
that most likely is your target market.
• By collecting emails addresses of all your visitors,
Smart WiFi becomes a form of communication where
email marketing is automated. Instant offers, coupons,
event invites, and surveys get sent out instantly as your
customers connect to your in-store WiFi and you can
even have the system send out these promotional
emails based on elapsed time since your guest logged
in (even days and weeks later!).

• The extensive data gathered by Smart WiFi
platforms can provide in-depth insight into who
your prospects and customers are. This enables
you to fine-tune your offering, and run highly
targeted ads through paid social advertising.
• A variety of advertising options make smart WiFi
a very inexpensive way to generate leads by
quickly disseminating your message to a large
number of people on their mobile devices, at
geographically targeted areas.
• Automated marketing through WiFi enables you
to receive free, instant feedback on your product
when you choose to send surveys.

The bottom line: Your audience has already
embraced the fast-paced nature of the digital era,
so you should too. In the following pages, we’ll
show you how to build out this great opportunity
to interact with your prospects and customers
through WiFi.
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WiFi is on Demand

+80% of mobile consumers choose
businesses based on WiFi
Availability.
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First Step: Make a Plan
When trying to automate your marketing
through WiFi it’s better to enroll in a Smart
WiFi plan from the minute you establish your
business, although it’s never too late to start.
Being silent for years to then suddenly flood
people’s inboxes will only make you lose
fans. So if you’re just opening up your brand
new spot or office, don’t postpone the
installation of a Smart WiFi system until you
have everything else setup. This way, you
can build your client list and collect valuable
information from the minute you receive your
first guest.

When targeting these newly acquired email
addresses, test a few different “Instant
Offers”. This will help you determine the
optimal message that your guests will value
and respond to the most.
Since your emails will go out even when you
are not in the office, make your Instant offer
evergreen. A “redeem this offer tomorrow”
message won’t work if your guests receive
your coupon on a Saturday and you’re closed
on Sunday.
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Quick Facts and Stats
Companies using email to nurture leads
generate 50% more sales-ready leads and at
33% lower cost. And nurtured leads, on average,
produce a 20% increase in sales opportunities
compared to non-nurtured leads. -Hubspot
Marketers consistently ranked email as the
single most effective tactic for awareness,
acquisition, conversion, and retention. -Gigaom
Research

Don’t get stuck!
Need help designing an email
template

for

your

different

emails pushed through Smart
WiFi?

Give us a call and for a very
inexpensive

rate,

have

a

marketing specialist create a
Using marketing automation can increase
conversion rates by over 50%. -Aberdeen Group

template and upload it to your
Smart WiFi dashboard for you!

Email is nearly 40 times better than Facebook
and Twitter at acquiring customers. -McKinsey &
Company

We’ve always got you covered!

70% of people say they always open emails from
their favorite companies. -ExactTarget
Small business owners estimate that getting an
extra hour in their day back from doing their own
email marketing (and other activities) is worth
$273/hour. -Constant Contact
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Second Step: Observe
Thinking of trying digital advertising?
First know your demographics
When it comes to effective advertising,
having a medium to propagate your message
is just one part of the equation. The most
important component of a winning strategy is
knowing who you want to target. Find out
who is your client base - your actual fans.
This can be accomplished somewhat easily
by monitoring your customers demographics.
How? You need to track clients’ interests,
ages and genders on a daily basis.

Who is visiting, how often and for how long.
That’s all valuable information for any
advertising strategy you plan to roll out in the
future. If taking note of everyone who comes
through the door and makes a purchase
sounds overwhelming, there’s an easier way.
Smart WiFi streamlines this tracking process
and presents your analytics in a cloud-based
dashboard.
All you have to do is allocate certain time
during the week to check your customer
insights and look for the patterns :)
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Third Step: Engage
Smart WiFi uses social logins. That means you have the potential to turn that guest into an online
follower. That’s awesome, but have you heard the old saying “it takes two to tango”?
Your brand new fans will want to feel that you care. But how?
Engage with them on Social Media and through emails.
Look for opportunities to interact with clients and prospects whenever
possible: follow them back, thank them when they share your post or
‘favorite’ a Tweet, and always respond to both positive and negative
feedback. You can always outsource these monitoring tasks.
Ask us how!
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Fourth Step: Respond
Smart WIFI will send out Instant offers and drip emails on your behalf. But you need to make sure
your entire staff knows what your guests are receiving. This way when a person asks
to have a discount applied to their purchase (because they received a
Smart WiFi-triggered email saying so), your staff member can assist
him accordingly.
Also, by sending your fans an email you are opening a conversation.
Make sure you reply on a timely manner every time your guests
submits a query in response to your automated emails.
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Helpful Tools
At GoZone WiFi, we are integrated with our sister platform
called Ads4WiFi. We take geographically targeted
advertisement to the next level.
For no additional cost, you can have an ad
campaign running in the vicinities of your retail
location. That way, nearby WiFi users can learn
about your products and be enticed to come
into your store. Once you have a better sense
of who your customer demographics are, you
will have a good idea on exactly the right
message to use for your free ad to attract
more leads.
Advertising in areas other than your
neighboring locations is also possible thanks
to the large network of Smart WiFi partners we
have across the globe. Just let us know where
and when you’d like to be seen.
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Conclusion
Smart WiFi is one of the simplest, most cost-effective ways to
engage with your guests, make them come back, identify your fans
and attract new prospects. We went over the features that make
your guest WiFi work smarter for you. In any marketing initiative,
taking the wrong approach can wind up wasting a lot of valuable
time and money. However, Smart WiFi takes a lot of effort off your
and your staff’s shoulders by making this process automated. All it
takes is for you to have WiFi available to your guests.

Contact us to learn more!
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GoZone WiFi
Smart WiFi for Smarter Marketing

Watch your customer
base grow!

32% Male

Build your list,
automate email
marketing and
receive user reports
and demographics All in one place…

40% Female

All you need is
Smart WiFi!

Empower your business today!
US: +1 (954) 960-3060
Toll Free: (888) 360-8420

Email: info@GoZoneWiFi.com
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